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A New Gamelatron Sanctuary Debuts in Chelsea, New York and in Virtual Reality 

January 18th – April 7th, 2018 
 
NEW YORK, NY – Crossing Collective is pleased to announce an exhibition by renowned American artist Aaron Taylor 
Kuffner, with an opening reception on Thursday, January 18th, 2018 from 6-9 p.m.  
 
New York based conceptual artist Aaron 
Taylor Kuffner studied and submerged 
himself into the art of traditional Indonesian 
gamelan musical instruments during his time 
living in Java and Bali. Kuffner preserves and 
reinterprets this ancient instrument by 
fabricating the gamelans, and then retrofitting 
them with mechanical mallets that are 
connected to a self-built computer network 
that transcribe his compositions. His site-
specific sonic kinetic sculptures are hand 
fabricated using ancient Indonesian                  
forging techniques, and finished with 
traditional bronze, brass, iron instruments and 
robotic technology. 
 
Kuffner is a trained painter and metal sculptor, a former street artist, theatre director, international DJ and music 
producer. Kuffner lived and studied at the Institut Seni Inodenesia Yogyakarta, where he embraced the traditions 
of both the gamelan and village life. Dedicated to expanding the legacy and creative cultural power of gamelan 
through innovation, Kuffner’s viscerally powerful installation, site-specific performances have stood alone both as 
art works and mechanisms that tell us a story of globalization and modernization.  
 

The exhibition Gamelatron: Sonic Kinetic Sculptures, curated by 
Elise M. Saab, is Kuffner’s first at Crossing Collective, and 
explores a dialogue with the emerging field of robotics in which 
these sonic sculptures expose us to the nature of resonance and its 
effect on the psyche. Each Gamelatron is its own orchestra, and 
draws upon Indonesia’s thousand-year-old tradition of gamelan 
ensembles. These handcrafted, masterfully-tuned orchestras of 
vibraphones, drums, chimes, bells, and resonating bronze gongs 
played by robotic mallets are installed to immerse the observer in 
living kinetic sculptures. Compositions range from solitary 
reverberations of massive gongs and singing chimes to full ritual or 
storytelling orchestrations. The exhibition includes over thirteen 
different types of Gamelatrons, including new works by Kuffner 
that have never been seen before. Of these new works is a selection 
of sculptures from Kuffner’s Single Tone Mindfulness series 
including his newest, 83hz 10 times to the heart. In this piece, the 
artwork focuses on a single resonance from an acoustic source and 
is named for the size of the wave lengths the source produces 
recorded in Hertz. 

Gamelatron: Lengkung Riak, 2017 
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The exhibition will host several events including artist talks and sound and meditation workshops. Over thirteen 
different types of Gamelatron’s will be on view, including six new works by Kuffner that have never been seen 
before. Users around the world will have the opportunity to view the exhibition and meditate through Virtual 
Reality (VR) technology sponsored by Google and StoryUp, a media company specializing in data-driven VR 
escapes for areas of acute stress.  
 
Aaron Taylor Kuffner was born 1974 in New York, New York, and lives 
and works in Brooklyn, New York. Kuffner has performed and exhibited 
work more than 400 times in 22 countries in the last eighteen years. His 
recent installations have been exhibited by the Hammer Museum in Los 
Angeles, California (2017); the Drawing Center, New York (2016); 56th 
Venice Biennale at the Palazzo Grimani Museum Venice (2015); The 
Sackler Gallery at the Smithsonian Institute, Washington D.C. (2013); and 
The Clocktower Gallery, New York (2012). He also has received grants, in-
kind supports and awards from various institutions including the Andy 
Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts; The New York Council for the 
Arts; Scope Arts; Artist Wanted; Techshop; The Indonesian Foreign 
Ministry; The Dharmasiswa Scholarship; The Berlin Arts Council; The 
European Commission; I-D Media Berlin; The Black Rocks Arts 
Foundation; The James F. Robison Foundation; The Soros Foundation; 
Swiss Air; The Mid Atlantic Arts Foundation; the National Endowment for 
the Arts; and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. 

 
Kuffner has also been commissioned by the Renwick Gallery at the 
Smithsonian Institute to install a new artwork opening to the public in 
March 2018.  
 
Crossing Collective, a wholly owned subsidiary of Crossing Art Projects, is a concept platform founded to promote a 
select group of contemporary artists, fabricators, and designers whose roots or work lies in the tradition and heritage from 
the Asia region. Founded in 2007 by art activist and contemporary collector Catherine Lee, the Collective offers a range 
of services including Educational Programming and Exhibitions in its 559 W. 23rd Street space, Curatorial Advisory, 
Cultural Tours, and an online storefront. Its mission is to forge closer ties between the East and West, and to inspire the 
appreciation and understanding of art and design and its role in society. 

 
Images:  
Aaron Taylor Kuffner, Gamelatron: Gandaberunda, 2017, 154 x 70 x 14 in (391.16 x 35.56 x 177.8 cm) 
Aaron Taylor Kuffner, Gamelatron: Lengkung Riak, 2017, 54 x 47 x 17 in (119.38 x 43.18 x 137.16 cm) 
Aaron Taylor Kuffner, Single Tone Mindfulness Sculpture, 68hz Garis, 2017, 38 x 34 x 14 in (86.36 x 25.56 x 96.53 cm) 
 
Gallery hours are Tuesday-Saturday 10 a.m.-6 p.m. For more information about this exhibition or to schedule an interview 
with the artist, please contact Gallery Manager Giles Taylor at giles@crossing-collective.com or visit         
http://www.crossing-collective.com. All images are subject to copyright. Gallery approval must be granted prior to 
reproduction.  
 
Please join the conversation with Crossing Collective on Twitter (@CrossingArt), Facebook (@CrossingCollective) and 
Instagram (@CrossingCollective), via the hashtags #GamelatronCrossing #Gamelatron  #AaronTaylorKuffner 
#CrossingCollective 

Single Tone Mindfulness Sculpture, 68hz Garis 


